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Healthcare Data Analytics 
& Plan Design Solution

Too many health plan decisions are made with incomplete 

information. By making data a part of your decision-

making process, you can drive better outcomes for plan 

performance and spend, strengthen provider and facility 

contract negotiations, and, ultimately, support your 

operational ROI goals. That’s where Benchmark comes in.  

Benchmark provides a clearer vision of the actual cost of 

care through the use of data analysis and comparative 

modeling. Several sources of claim and contract information 

go into the insightful Payer Compass solution, including 

Inpatient, Outpatient, Physician, ASC, State, Discount 

and Billed Amounts, Expected Payment, and more. 

This sophisticated modeling and analysis tool allows you to 

dig deep into your data, down to the revenue code level, to 

simulate how different reimbursement rate scenarios or 

upcoming changes to your contracts will impact financial 

performance. You can use Benchmark to evaluate your 

contract’s overall performance against current Medicare 

rates, or take a more strategic approach to contract renewals 

by testing combinations of reimbursement rates for 

different service types to build a solid, metric-based plan.  

With Benchmark, you can create financial opportunities by 

using its auditing capabilities to identify overpayments, 

underpayments, and collections. For self-funded groups, 

Benchmark preserves payment integrity by elevating 

reimbursements and helping you guard against financial 

exposure. Medicare Advantage and Medicaid HMO plans 

benefit from the solution’s output when preparing for 

annual government healthcare rate changes. For commercial 

health plans, the solution bolsters your financial trajectory, 

putting you ahead of the curve for contract renewals. You 

can also use the tool to view the financial impact of direct 

contracting efforts, so you can keep current providers in 

your network or add new ones while acting in the best 

interest of the plan.  

Benchmark Features

Proven Savings

Map your reimbursement journey

Seamless integration with your current plan administration

Custom plan design options with rate-specific capabilities

Predictive plan analysis with robust visual reporting

Compare contracts and claim files to our extensive database of 

government payment data

Benchmark

Actual, identified client savings using Benchmark

Models                Charges      Discount

Client’s Current Provider               billed $9.2M      N/A 

Benchmark Scenario 1               allowed $4.95M      46%

Benchmark Scenario 2               allowed $4.49M      51%

Actual Provider Contract  
Using Benchmark
                allowed $4.98M     46% 
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